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CHAPTER I 
REVIEW OF EXISTING KNOWLEDGE ON DIFFUSION, 
ADOPTION AND INNOVATORS 
A. Diffusion 
The Diffusion Process. Diffusion in marketing refers 
to the adoption of product or service among a particular 
defined market segment. The diffusion process is always 
given a time dimension in that it Is adoption of a product 
or service among a particular defined market segment over 
time. Diffusion is normally refered to in terms of per¬ 
centages and Is the percentage of potential adoptions 
within a defined market segment who adopt the product over 
time. Figure 1 and 2 shows two forms of diffusion process; 
the cumulative and the noncumulative patterns. 
Figure 1 
Generalized Noncumulative Diffusion Pattern 
« 
Noncumulative pattern 
Time of adoption of innovation 
(b) 
2 
Figure 2 
Generalized Cumulative Diffusion Pattern 
Cumulative pattern 
,Source: North Central Rural Sociology Subcommittee 
for the Study of Diffusion of Farm Practices, 
Adopters of New Farm Ideas. East Lansing, Mich.; 
North Central Regional Extension Service, 
Bulletin no. 13 1961. 
Both figures assume that at any point of time there 
is 100$ adoption. Thus any group of adoptions at any 
point of time can be broken up into five groupings; inno¬ 
vations, early adoptions, early majorities, late majority 
and laggards. This concept can be related to the con- 
4 
cept of the product life cycle.1 The difference is 
that diffusion refers to the percentage of potential 
1Thomas S. Robertson, "Nature of the Diffusion Process, 
Innovative Behavior and Communication (New York; Holt 
Rinehart and Winston, Inc*^ 1971), pi 30. 
adoptions, whereas the product life cycle is based on 
absolute sales. Robertson (1971) suggests that at least 
the following stages can be distinguished from the curve; 
Introduction - At this stage the product is just 
placed on the market, and there is a slow Increase 
In sales. 
Growth - Here the product is desired by many and sale 
increase rapidly. 
Maturity - Sales growth levels off. 
Decline - Sales decrease. 
Pessemier (1966) has proposed the following sequence; 
introduction, growth, competition, obsolescence and 
termination. Booz-Allen and Hamilton, Inc. (1965) has 
proposed the following stages: Introduction, growth, 
maturity, saturation and decline. These three different 
conceptualizations cover the stages refered to in the 
literature. 
The noncumulativ'e diffusion curve has been found to 
be a fairly normal distribution. Rogers (1962) found in 
his test of eight adopter distributions that all curves 
2 
were bell-shaped and "approached" normality. 
The percentages assigned to different categories 
(see Figure 2) is based on the mean and standard deviation 
~  
p 
Everett M. Rogers, "Diffusion of Innovations," 
(New York; The Free Press, 1962), p. 15&. 
4 
and is essentially arbitrary. 
Robertson (1971) made an extensive study of the idea 
of an S-shaped (see Figure 2) diffusion process and reports 
some interesting findings. He claims that the idea of the 
S-shaped diffusion process seems to have originated with 
the sociologist Gabriel Tarde (1903). Gabriel Tarde 
proposed that new ideas are accepted in such a pattern. 
Other studies which have confirmed such a pattern are the 
study showing the diffusion of a new drug among physicians 
(James S. Coleman, Katz, and Menzel, 1966), the diffusion 
of new food products among consumers (Buzzell, 1966), the 
diffusion of new agricultural technology among farmers 
(Rogers, 1962), the diffusion of promotional games among 
supermarkets (Allivine, 1968), and the diffusion of new 
manufacturing technology among firms (Mansfield, 1961). 
Some studies however have come out with contrary 
evidence regarding shape of the diffusion curve, especially 
the rate of the initial growth. Pessemier (1966) discounts 
the initial period of slowly growing sales during intro¬ 
duction. He proposes an exponential rather than logistic 
• 4 
pattern. Polli (1968) believes this exponential pattern 
to be true for model changes and product improvements. 
Figure 3 shows the essential difference between the two 
curves. 
5 
Figure 3 
Logistic and Exponential Life Cycle Patterns 
Source: Thomas S. Robertson, Innovative Behavior and 
Communication, (New York: Holt, Rinehart and 
Winston, Inc., 1971), p. 33. 
Quaker Oats Company, in their brochure, also suggest 
the absence of an initial period of slow growth in the 
3 
cereal market. Based on Nielsen Data combined sales 
levels of four new cereal products were charted over the 
first year of their market introductions (see Table l). 
Rather than a process of slow build up in sales 
1 
levels, the figures suggest a very rapid build up in sales. 
Quaker Oats Company considers this pattern typical for 
the industry. 
■^Quaker Oats Company, "The New Item Problem, " 
Chicago, Ill., Publicly available brochure. May 1962. 
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Table 1 
Months Sales 
0-2 $8.6 million 
2-4 $9.2 
4-6 $9.8 
6-8 $9.7 
8-10 $8.5 
10 - 12 $8.2 
Source: Quaker Oates Company 
Marketing Science Institute (Buzzell, et.al., 19&9; 
Poll! and Cook, 1967., 1969) studied the validity of the 
product life cycle as part of their research program. 
The life cycle model was studied against actual data for 
140 categories of nondurable goods and 50 categories of 
durable goods. The general concensus was that if there 
are no inconsistent observations, then the model was in 
agreement with the data. The general conclusion is that 
the product life cycle is a valid model for sales behavior, 
but this varies by industry and product type.4 Polli and 
Cook (1969) conclude: 
...we believe the product life cycle has proven to 
be a surprisingly good model of sales (market 
acceptance) behavior...one of our initial objectives 
was to show that the product life cycle should not 
be accepted at face value because It was too 
naive to explain much...we were unable to 
support that belief with research, (p.35). 
7 
Components of the Diffusion Process. Diffusion is: 
1. the adoption 
2. of new products and services 
3. over time 
4. by consumers 
5. within social systems 
6. as encouraged by marketing activities ^ 
Robertson (1971) defines adoption as Mthe use and 
continued use of a new item; it involves commitment 
rather than purchase trial." It is a mental sequence of 
stages through which the consumer passes, from first being 
aware of the product to final acceptance. Where adoption 
is a mental process, diffusion is the spread of an item 
among potential consumers. Adoption is in the mind of 
the individual; the diffusion process is a social 
phenomenon. 
Four criteria have frequently been used to define a 
new product; 
1. newness from existing products 
2. newness in time 
4 
Thomas S. Robertson, Components of the Diffusion 
Process," Innovative Behavior and Communications, (New York: 
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc. 1971), pi 32. 
3 
3. newness in terms of sales penetration level, and 
4. consumer newness to the product. 
Social systems are the limit within which diffusion 
occurs. Social systems could be a whole market segment 
or a small groups of friends, depending on how you define 
it. Marketing activities is the mix of product, price 
promotion, and distribution plans and strategies aimed 
at facilitating diffusion. All aspects of the diffusion 
process are interdependent. For example, the type of 
product will affect the rate of adoption over time, the 
types of consumer who will adopt, the kind of social system 
within which diffusion will take place, and the marketing 
effort which will be needed to achieve diffusion. 
Effect of Marketing Programs on the Diffusion Process. 
Many students of marketing advise that marketing programs 
should adjust to a products stages in its life cycle. 
Joel Dean (1950) said that pricing should vary with life 
cycle stage and Levitt (1965) encourages new product 
managers to "keep an eye" on the product life cycle. 
Cook and Hermiter (1959) believe that a market does not 
have substantial control over the product life cycle. 
RobertsonTs (1971) thesis is that the specific shape of 
a product’s diffusion process is the result of both 
9 
interaction effect and marketing and competitive strategies. 
Robertson (1971) gives emp rical evidence for the inter¬ 
action effect. 
Robertson (1971) points to the study of James S. 
Coleman, Katz, and Menzel (1966) on the diffusion of 
a new miracle drug among physicians. Diffusion processes 
on socially intergrated and isolated doctors were 
compared using information on the number of friendship 
choices received. As shown in figure 4, more socially 
intergrated doctors introduced the new drug sooner than 
more isolated doctors. 
Since both categories of doctors were equally receptive 
to adoption, the authors concluded that the diffusion 
curve of the socially intergrated doctors approximates 
a "chain reaction" or snowball process, while the diffusion 
curve of the isolated doctors comes close to a curve 
based on separate individual adoption decisions. 
10 
Figure 4 
Choices Received as Discussion Partner and Adoption 
of New Drug 
• • . « 
Months after release of gammanym 
Source: Medical Innovation: A Diffusion Study, by Jame* S. Coleman, Etihu Katz, and Herbert Mantel, 
copyright © 1966 by The Bobbt-Mcrrill Company, Inc., reprinted by perminion of the publiaher. 
Another study by Arndt (1967) with a new coffee 
product available only to residents of an apartment 
complex, also comes very close to the drug study diffusion 
patterns (see Figure 5). 
11 
Figure 5 
Relationship Between Time of Purchase of New Coffee 
Product and Number of Choices Received as "Relatively 
Close Friend" 
Day after introduction 
Source: Johan Arndt, "Role of Product-Related Conversations 
in the Diffusion of a New Product. " Journal of 
Marketing Research, vol. 4 (August 195777 p. 291- 
295. 
More socially intergrated individuals are likely to 
adopt in greater concentration and sooner. 
Robertson (1971) gives another example of interaction 
effect. This time it is the study of technological 
innovations among firms in the bituminous coal, iron and 
12 
steel, brewing, and railroad industries from studies 
by Mansfield (19&1). (see Figure 6) 
Figure 6 
Diffusion of Technological Innovations Among Firms 
ic) 
Source Edwin Mansfield, "Industrial Research and Tech¬ 
nological Innovation, [V/W. Horton and Company. 
Inc. J“Copyright 19&B". 
As shown In Figure b, S-shaped growth patterns 
were again obtained. Mansfield found that the pro¬ 
portion of firms alread using an innovation would 
Increase the rate of adoption, or that competitive 
pressures would create a "bandwagon effect. " 
Allvine (19bb) has studied the acceptance by super 
market chains of traffic-building sales promotion games 
(see Figure 7 )• 
Figure 7 
Adoption of Games by Nine Multiple Market Chains 
Winn 
Dixie 
1963 1964 1965 1966 
Source: Reprinted from AUvioe in Proceeding! »/ the American Marketing Anociation (1968, p. -347). 
As seen In the Figure, the growth patterns, though 
not an Ideal series of S-curves, do tend to conform to 
14 
the generalized S-shaped diffusion process. Kroger and 
Safeway were often early adoptors in their marketing 
areas and exhibited S-shaped diffusion patterns, whereas 
A and P and Food Fair were generally later adopters and 
exhibit linear diffusion patterns (see Figure 7). 
Effect of Marketing Programs and Competitive Strategies 
on the Diffusion Process. Apparently marketing programs 
and competitive strategies also effect a product’s 
diffusion process. Poll! (1968) summarized the typical 
patterning of marketing strategies and competive reactions 
by stage of the product life cycle. These factors may 
also account for an S-shaped growth pattern. 
Table 2 
Summary of Changing Marketing Patterns and Competitive 
Reactions by product Life Cycle Stage 
Stage of Product Life Cycle Marketing Patterns and Competitive Reactions 
Introduction 
Growth 
Maturity 
1 
High unit production and marketing costs 
Higl\ prices 
Negative profits 
Promotion designed to make the product known among 
consumers and distributors 
Poor technical performance of products 
Spotty distribution 
Unit costs and prices decline 
Profits are positive and at their highest level 
Technical performance of products improves; marked 
technical and design differences among products 
Promotion aimed at establishing brand preference 
Opening of many distributive channels; distributors 
are eager to handle the product and promote it 
vigorously 
Factory shipments often rise more than retail sales 
Competing manufacturers’ and distributors’ brands 
enter massively into the market 
Consumers are very interested in the product and 
develop preferences that will last in future periods 
Profits are still positive, but lower than in growth stage 
Prices are at the same level or slightly lower than in 
growth 
Promotion aims at creating a distinct image for the 
product, stressing minor differences 
Some writers argue that the advertising effort will in¬ 
crease, but others disagree 
Performance of products is good and competing brands 
have almost the same technical and design charac¬ 
teristics; they are distinguished from one another by 
minor features and ingredients; some brands em¬ 
phasize quality or special attributes that appeal to 
specific segments of the market 
Some writers see the development of severe price com¬ 
petition, but others disagree 
Market shares and price structures are stable 
Consumers are more knowledgeable about the product 
and demand excellent performance 
15 
• • ^■ ————— 
(Stage of Product Life Cycle Marketing Patterns and Competitive Reactions 
Deoline Unit administrative and production costs rise; market¬ 
ing costs drop to their lowest level ■ 
Prices are at their lowest level 
Profits are depressed 
•Severe price competition develops 
Many firms leave the market 
Consumers are no lpnger interested in the product and 
gradually withdraw from the market ' 
Source: Rolando E. Polli, "A Test of the Classical Product 
Life Cycle by Means of Actual Sales Histories," 
Unpublished doctorial dissertation. University 
of Pennsylvania, 196b. 
Effect of Market on the Diffusion Process. Sociologists 
and anthropologists have noted the importance of culture 
base and the fact that the innovation must be compatible 
with it in order to be acceptable. Each innovation being 
different from another requires different combinations of 
cultural characteristics in the group before it can be 
adopted.^ 
From Grahamfs study (1955) we learn that the 
^Saxon Graham, "Class and Conservatism in the 
Adoption of Innovations," Human Relations, Vol 9, (1955), 
p. 91-100. 
16 
characteristics of a social system has a high influence 
on diffusion patterns for new products. Five innovations 
were studied - television, canasta, supermarkets, hospital 
insurance, and medical services Insurance - across six 
social classes. (See Table 3. ) 
Table 3 
Percentages of Families Accepting and Rejecting 
Innovations, by Social Class 
Innovation Class1 £2 Probability Le: 
I II III IV V VI 
' (upper) (middle) (lower) 
Television % % % % % % 
Accepters 24 44 48 52 84 72 
Rejecters 7 6 56 52 48 16 28 
— — — — — — 
Canasta 
IOO IOO IOO IOO IOO IOO 
Accepters 72 72 44 ! 20 32 12 
Rejecters 28 28 5<S 80 <^8 88 
— — — — -—1 — 
IOO IOO IOO IOO IOO IOO 
Super Markets 
Accepters 52 80 56 80 52 48 
Rejecters 48 20 44 20 48 52 
— — — — — — 
IOO IOO IOO IOO IOO IOO 
Blue Cross 
Accepters 88 96 IOO 88 92 76 
Rejecters 12 4 0 12 i 8 24 
P< o-ooi 
P< O-OOI 
0-04 
0-25 
Source: Saxon Graham, "Class and Conservatism in the 
Adoption of Innovations." Human Relations 
Vol. 9, (1956), p. 94. . 
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characteristics of a social system has a high influence 
on diffusion patterns for new products. Five innovations 
were studied - television, canasta, supermarkets, hospital 
insurance, and medical services Insurance - across six 
social classes. (See Table 3. ) 
Table 3 
Percentages of Families Accepting and Rejecting 
Innovations, by Social Class 
Innovation Class1 £2 Probability Lev 
I II III IV v VI 
(upper) (middle) O' ower) 
Television % % % % % % 
Accepters 24 44 48 52 84 72 
P< o-ooi 
Rejecters 76 56 52 48 16 28 
IOO IOO IOO IOO IOO IOO 
Canasta 
Accepters 72 72 44 i 20 32 
<^8 
12 
P< 0001 
Rejecters 28 28 5<S 80 88 
IOO IOO IOO IOO IOO IOO 
Super Markets 
Accepters 52 80 56 80 52 48 
P«*o-04 
Rejecters 48 20 44 20 48 52 
IOO IOO IOO IOO IOO IOO 
Blue Cross 
Accepters 88 96 IOO 88 92 76 
P«*0-25 
Rejecters 12 4 0 12 i j 24 
IOO IOO IOO IOO IOO IOO 
Medical Service 
Accepters 20 48 40 24 36 20 
Pn*ois 
Rejecters 80 52 60 _76, 64 80 
IOO IOO IOO IOO IOO IOO 
I. For each class, N=2j 
\ 
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Graham*s hypothesis was: 
Social class will accept innovations to the extent 
that the innovational features and the cultural 
characteristics of the classes are compatible. 
Because they vary in many aspects of their 
culture,, different classes will possible adopt 
a given innovation in varying degrees. But 
because they share some aspects of the common 
culture, they may accept in no significantly 
different degree. Finally, because each innovation 
requires that those who would use it should 
possess different physical, mental and behavioral 
equipment, no class could be said to be conserva¬ 
tive or liberal in reacting to all. 
As shown in Table 3, the analysis upheld the hypo¬ 
thesis. No single social class was consistently inno¬ 
vative in adopting all five innovations. 
Rogers (1962) concluded that modern-oriented community 
is receptive to innovations, while tradition-oriented 
community relies on established ways of doing things. 
Robertson (1968) also found that norms of informal 
neighborhood groups are significantly related to the 
innovativeness of group members. Pointing to Coleman, 
Katz and Menzel’s study (1966) of drugs, Robertson (1971) 
states that innovations also may diffuse at different 
rates within particular spheres of a social system. 
The drug study shows that innovations diffuse more 
IB 
quickly among socially integrated members of a social 
system than among socially isolated members. Also, 
"profession-oriented" doctors adopted the new drug sooner 
than "patient-oriented" doctors and internists adopted the 
6> 
drug sooner than general practitioners. 
The Thesis of Horizontal or Vertical Diffusion. The 
"trickle-down" theory was advocated by the sociologist 
Simmel (1961). Fashion, it is said, flows downwards 
because the lower class looks up to the upper class and 
adopts their life style. Fashion thus trickles down the 
social class hierarchy from top to bottom - vertically. 
As soon as the lower social class adopts the fashion, the 
classes higher up abandon it. 
Katz and Lazarsfeld (1955) and King (1963) have come 
up with their own findings which they claim invalidate the 
trickle-down model. Katz and Lazarsfeld found that where 
food was concerned, the reference group was people of 
similar status - horizontal. When influence did flow 
vertically, it was as likely to move up as down. This 
same finding held for clothing and movies. Only in the 
area of public affairs there was the same tendency for 
reference to be vertical, from top to bottom. 
■-7--■— 
°James S. Coleman, Elihu Katz and Herbert Menzel, 
Medical Innovation: A Diffusion Study, (Indianapolis: 
The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc. 1966), 
19 
Product Attribute and Diffusion, The extent and rate 
of diffusion are largely functions of the attributes of 
7 
a particular product. One attribute classification 
scheme to account for the difference in diffusion rate is: 
1. Relative advantage 
2. Compatibility 
3. Complexity 
4. Divisibility 
y 
5. Communicability 
Relative advantage is the degree to which an innovation 
is superior to the product with which it will compete. 
Compatibility refers to the extent to which the new 
product is consistant with the existing way of doing 
things. Complexity refers to the degree of difficulty in 
understanding and/or using the new product. Divisibility 
refers to the extent to which a new product may be tried 
on a limited scale. Communicability refers to the degree 
to which word of the new product may be communicated 
readily to others. Rogers (1962) emphasizes that the 
important point is how these characteristics are perceived 
by consumers since according to him, that is what governs 
response. He hypothesizes that the rate of diffusion is 
related positively to relative advantage, compatibility, 
^Thomas S. Robertson, "Innovative Behavior, Innovative 
Behavior and Communication, (New York: Holt, Rinehart and* 
Winston, Inc. , ~T9TT)7 p^ 46. 
^Everett M. Rogers, Diffusion of Innovations, (New York: 
The Free Press, 1962). 
20 
divisibility ( and revisibility) and communicability, but 
related negatively to complexity. 
Available evidence confirms a strong tendency for 
relative advantage, compatibility, and communicability 
to be related positively to innovative behavior. For the 
divisibility factor, however, the relationship is not 
clear cut, although the tendency seems towards the 
positive. Complexity factors showed only some tendency 
towards a negative relationship, (see Table 4) 
Table 4 
Research Generalizations Relating Perceptual Factors 
to Innovative Behavior 
Perceived 
Characteristic 
of the Innovation 
• 
- Relation iships (Percent) Total 
Number of 
Generalizations 
Posi¬ 
tive None • 
Nega¬ 
tive 
Condi¬ 
tional Total 
Relative advantage 79 . 15. 3 3 100 66 
Compatibility 86 14 0 0 100 50 
Divisibility 43 43 14 0 100 14 ' 
Communicability . 75 25 0 0 100 8 . 
Complexity 19 37 44 0 100 16 
5e«rcc: Bued on Roger* and Sunfield (1966, p. 243). 
Steffre (19^5) suggested that behavior towards a new 
product can be predicted by finding out where the product 
fits in the cognitive "map" of the consumer. His assump¬ 
tion is that consumers will behave in a similar manner for 
products which they perceive as similar. 
21 
Perceived risk can also effect the rate of diffusion. 
Where risk Is perceived as high, diffusion may be slow, 
except In fashion Items, where being ahead of others may 
be considered desirable. High-risk percelvers have been 
found to be less willing, and low risk percelvers have 
Q 
been found to be more willing, to buy new products. 
Cummingham (1966), Sheth (1963) and Ostlund (1969) have 
also suggested that perceived risk is a major factor in 
the response of the consumer towards a new product. 
Fads and Fashions. Fashion and fads are ad'opted 
because of their newness rather than relative advantage 
or better functional performance. Sociologist George 
Simmel (1904) observed that as fashion spreads its newness 
declines and demand consciousness attains to the highest 
point designated by fashion, it marks the beginning of the 
end for the latter (p. 5^7). 
Fads tend to diffuse faster than fashion and decline 
completely, although at times it tends to stablize at a 
lower level (see Figure d). 
^John Arndt, "Word of Mouth Advertising and Perceived 
Risk, " Perspective in Consumer Behavior, ed.' Harold H. 
Kassrjian and Thomas "S] iRobertson^ ("Scott, Foresman, 196b), 
P. 330-336. 
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Figure 8 
Generalized Diffusion Patterns for a New Product, a 
Fashion, and a Fad 
Sources Thomas S. Robertson, "Innovative Behavior," 
Innovative Behavior and Communication, (New Yorks 
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc. 1971), p. 50. 
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B. Adoption 
The Individual Adopter. No* we shall go into the 
micro aspects of the diffusion process, i.e., the 
individual adopter. It Is he who must make a commitment 
to a product or service for diffusion to take place. It 
Is this adopter who must be wooed if the marketer desires 
to affect a quick initial diffusion of this product. The 
question that the marketers would want to ask is: can we 
identify these adopters? Can strategies be developed to 
reach the most probable buyers within a social system? 
Will it be worth while in terms of cost and utility to 
try and identify and reach tram? 
According to Robertson (l9Tl): 
Whereas the diffusion process occurs within a 
social system, the adoption process occurs with¬ 
in the mind of the individual and is defined as 
the mental sequence (adoption) or rejection 
decision. The adoption process can be conceptualized 
as awareness, liking, evaluation, trial and adoption, 
although other similar conceptualizations have also 
been proposed. 
In a social system all consumers do not have the same 
Initial llkelyhood of purchasing a product. Research has 
found that the initial buyers, or innovators, have gen¬ 
erally a different characteristic from later buyers. 
What the marketer would want is to establish a profile of 
i 
24 
the most likely buyer of his product and to devise 
strategies to reach him. Later, as the innovator level of 
diffusion is reached, strategies should be changed to 
reach later adopers. 
Product Adoption Process. Many theories have been 
propounded specifying mental and behavioral sequences 
through which consumers pass before adoption occurs, ie. 
before the acceptance and continued use of a product. 
Rural sociology literature defined the adoption 
process as five sequential stages as follows: 
1. Awarness - The individual knows of the new idea 
but lacks sufficient information about it. 
2. Interest - The individual becomes interested in 
the idea and seeks more information 
about it. 
, 3. Evaluation - The individual makes a mental application 
of the new idea to his present mode of 
consumption and makes the decision 
either to try it or not. 
4. Trial - The individual uses the innovation on a small 
scale to determine its utility for him. 
5. Adoption - The individual accepts the innovation 
and commits himself to its use. 
This model does not provide for skipping of stages 
and no information feedback at each stage is provided. 
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Lavidge and Steiner (1951) proposed a hierarchy-of- 
effects scheme. Their model consists of six steps which 
are related to three basic psychological states: 
r* cognitive r the realm of thought 
r affective r the realm of emotion 
r conative r the realm of motives'*’0 
Stages in the hierarchy-of-effects model are as 
follows s 
1. Awareness r The individual is aware of the 
products existence. 
2. Knowledge - The individual knows "what the product 
has to offer." 
3. Liking - The individual has favorable attitudes 
toward the product. 
4. Preference r The individual’s favorable attitude 
has "developed to the point of prefer¬ 
ence 'over all other possibilities." 
5. Conviction - Preference is coupled "with a desire to 
buy" and confidence "that the purchase 
will be wise." 
6. Purchase r "Attitude" is translated into actual 
■purchase behavior. 
The speed and ease of movement from one stage to 
another will depend on both product and consumer character¬ 
istics. Thus they offer the hypothesis the "the greater 
the psychological and/or economic commitment involved in 
the purchase of a particular product, the longer it will 
°Robert J. Lavidge and Gary A. Steiners, "A Model 
for Predictive Measurements of Advertising Effectiveness," 
Journal of Marketing, Vol. 25,. (Oct. 1951), p. 59-52. 
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take to bring consumers up these steps, and the more 
important the individual steps will be. " (p. 60) 
In case of an impulsive purchase several steps are moved 
simultaneously. Again this model does not provide for 
information feed-back at each stage. This is the first 
model which brought attitude into consideration as a 
determinent of purchase. 
Hovland, Janis and Kelley (1953) propounded on a 
three step model: attention, comprehension, and 
acceptance. Janis and Mann (1968) proposed a five-stage 
"conflict" theory approach to attitude change and decision 
making: appraisal of a challenge, appraisal of alternatives, 
selection of best alternatives, commitment to a new policy, 
and adherence to the new policy despite negative feed¬ 
back. (Summarized by Robertson, 1971) The most familiar 
purchase decision process scheme is the AIDA scheme: 
Awareness, Interest, Desire, and Action. 
In Figure 9, comparison is made of the AIDA model 
with the adoption process and hierarchy-of-effects model. 
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Figure 9 
Alternate Models of the Purchase Decision Process 
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Sources Thomas S. Robertson, "Innovative Behavior," 
Innovative Behavior and Communication, (New York: 
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc. 1971), p. 60. 
Some Critique of Adoption Process Models. Mason (1962) 
found that there is no single process of adoption for all 
items, except that awareness proceeded adoption (and there 
was even one exception to this). He also found that 
evaluation occured before interest and adoption was 
followed by interest and information seeking. 
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Campbell (1966) suggests that the adoption process 
may not start at awareness. Instead perception of a 
problem may be the beginning of the adoption process. 
Campbell himself specifies four forms of the adoption 
process. 
1. Rational/Problem Solving - Problem (defined by 
Campbell as synonymous with interest) awareness, 
evaluation, rejection, or trial and adoption or 
rejection. 
2. Rational/Innovation - awareness, interest, evaluation, 
trial and adoption. 
3. Nonrational/Problem Solving - Problem (interest) 
awareness, adoption or rejection, and resolution. 
Impulsively seeks solution to problem. 
4. Nonrational/Innovation - awareness, adoption or 
rejection, and resolution. Impulsive purchase. 
Palda (1936) finds no evidence for the hierarchy of 
effects. No evidence exists explaining the relationship 
between each step on the hierarchy and final purchase of 
the product. The time between awareness and purchase may 
be very small, especially in todays self-service stores. 
He contends that there is no documented connection be¬ 
tween attitude and behavior towards a brand. Also, 
methodologically research, which shows buyers to have more 
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favorable attitudes than non-buyers. Is unsound since 
only one is tested after the purchase which could create 
differences in results, rather than being buyers or non-buyers. 
The Relationship Between Information-Attitude-Behavior. 
All adoption process models assume that information must 
proceed attitude, and that attitude will determine 
behavior. This is still to be proven by empirical 
research. Some research has shown opinion change with 
little information retained.11 And, Festinger (I9b4) notes 
that little research exists to document the relationship 
of attitude change and behavior change. Unless detailed 
examination is made to examine the relationship between 
information, attitude, and behavior, no model can be 
12 
certain of the odering of these models. 
According to Robertson^ (1971), the most thoroughly 
documented study showing the communication of facts with¬ 
out opinion change was made by Howland, Lamsdaine and 
Sheffield (1949). American soldiers were exposed to a 
film with the hope of making their attitudes more favor- 
• i 
able towards participating in the war. The film was 
found very effective in communicating factual information, 
_ 
Carl Howland, ACA. Lumscaine, and F. D. Sheffield, 
Experiments on Mass Communication, Princeton, (N.J. s 
Princeton University Press, 1949)". 
12Leon Festinger, "Behavioral Support for Opinion 
Change," Public Opinion Quarterly, Vol. 2d (Fall, 19bb), 
p. 404-417. 
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but almost entirely ineffective in eliciting attitude 
change. 
As to attitude change and behavior, Cohen (1964) 
observesi 
Most of the investigators whose work we have 
examined make the broad psychological assumption 
that since attitudes are evaluative predispositions, 
they have consequences for the way people act 
towards others, for the programs they actually 
undertake, and for the manner in which they 
carry them out. Thus attitudes are always seen as 
precursors of behavior^ as determinents of how 
a person will actually behave in his daily 
affairs. In spite of the wide acceptance of the 
assumption, however, very little work on attitude 
change has dealt explicitly with the behavior 
that may follow a change in attitude.^ 
Nicosia Model of Consumer Decision Making Process. 
Nicosia presents a more comprehensive model accounting 
more fully the dynamics of consumer decision-making 
process and attempts to specify the operating variables 
and their interrelationships, (see Figure 10) 
"^Arthus R. Cohen, Attitude Change and Social Influence, 
(New Yorks Basic Books, Inc., 1964). 
Figure 10 
The Nicosa Conceptualization of the Purchase 
Decision Process 
1: From the source of a menage to a consumer'i attitude 
behar»ot 
Field 2: Search 
for" and eraluatton 
of, meanvendfs) 
relation(s) 
(preaction fteldl 
f*e/d 3: The 
act of purchase 
Source: Nicosia (19bb), p. 15^. 
Robertson (1971) has presented a good summary of thi 
model together with two other models - Andreasen Model 
(Figure 11) and Howard-Sheth Model (Figure 12). For ease 
of explaination, I quote Robertson (1970). 
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Figure 11 
The Andreasen Conceptualization of the 
Purchase Decision Process 
Constraints 
Source: Aodremtco (1965, p. 12). 
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The basic assumptions are that the firm is introducing 
a new product or brand <?nd that the consumer has no 
prior attitudes toward either the brand or its product 
class. The decision flow consists of the firm’s send¬ 
ing out an advertisement, the consumer's possible ex¬ 
posure to it, the interaction of consumer attributes 
with message content the resulting possibility of atti¬ 
tude formation, the possibility of this attitude's 
invoking search/evaluation procedures leading to moti¬ 
vation, the possibility of motivation converting into 
purchase behavior, and the feedback of purchase infor¬ 
mation to the firm and to the consumer which may lead to 
modification of the firm's future communication strategy. 
The model, as proposed, is in the form of a summary 
flow chart indicating major fields but Nicosia has also 
specified several subfields to each major field and the 
possible outcomes, besides elaborating on the purchase 
decision flow. Subfield 1 of field 1. for example, 
considers the factors determining exposure. Whether or 
not exposure occurs is seen as a function of the firm's 
attributes (communicator characteristics), the attributes 
of the message and the product, the attributes of the 
promotional channel used, and, of course, the attributes 
of the audience member, including his social-environmental 
characteristics. 
Several important differences between this model and 
the earlier adoption process accounts can be noted. Per¬ 
haps the most important difference, according to Nicosia, 
is that this conceptualization is amenable to simulation 
techniques, since the process is in the form of a computer 
flow diagram. Thus, hopes Nicosia, using computer simula¬ 
tion, the interactions among the large number of variables 
can be explored and perhaps specified, resulting in a 
model with dynamic properties. This may be possible, since 
specific variables are defined and their overall inter¬ 
relationships discussed. Further advantages of this model 
are that it indicates the occurrence of feedback and 
successfully integrates communication input and response 
output variables, unlike the original adoption process 
or hierarchy-of-events specifications. 
But Nicosia's model and others like it--including 
those to be discussed--are not without their faults. 
Ehrenberg (1968) has criticized the Nicosia model for 
consisting mainly of "long listings of variables that 
might possibly enter into such a [consumer behavior] model 
with little, if any, explicit treatment of how they are 
interrelated" (p. 334). He also levels the complaint that 
such models should be derived from empirical knowledge rather 
than from concepts. In defense of Nicosia, we may note that 
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little systematic empirical knowledge exists, and, more 
importantly, that all researchers work with concepts in 
mind. Both empirical research to test theories and 
models and theoretical elaborations and systematizing 
of empirical knowledge are necessary. 
Andreasen has proposed another conceptual scheme 
of the adoption process. Again, innovative behavior 
is assumed on the part of the consumer, since the pro¬ 
duct will be either a new product or a new product for 
the specific individual. Thus, suggests Andreasen, 
"marketers should distinguish between items which are 
new to a given cultural inventory and items which 
although old to a culture, may be new to given indivi¬ 
duals" (p. 2). 
The process begins with a consumer in a state of 
unawareness about a product or brand and, therefore, 
holding no attitude toward it. Information, communicated 
by one of a number of sources, reaches the consumer and 
is filtered by him (selected processes). Such informa¬ 
tion then has an effect on the consumer's attitude, de¬ 
fined in terms of belief,.feeling, and disposition for 
components. Attitude may result in a decision to select 
the product, search for more information, or take no 
action. A "select" decision will be mediated by certain 
constraints, and other purchase decisions (store, quan¬ 
tity, and so on) will have to be made before ownership is 
final. In Andreasen*s model, appropriate mediating 
variables are also indicated and feedback flows are 
traced. This model contains almost all of the advantages 
of the Nicosia model over traditional models as well as 
the faults of even more incomplete specification of 
variable interrelationships and lack of firm empirical 
footing. 
Howard and Sheth (1968) have recently presented a 
theory of buyer behavior. Unlike the preceding models, 
theirs focuses on repeat purchase behavior and has four 
major components: stimulus inputs, hypothetical constructs, 
exogenous variables, and response outputs. The Inputs 
to the buyer's internal state are stimuli from the mar¬ 
keting and social environments. Including "significative" 
stimuli, communicated by the brand itself, and "symbolic" 
stimuli, communicated by information channels. The 
hypothetical constructs are enclosed within the large 
rectangle, which represents the consumer's internal state. 
These constructs Include perceptual constructs (for 
information processing) and learning constructs (for 
concept formation). The perceptual constructs include 
sensitivity to information, perceptual bias, and search 
for information; whereas the learning constructs include 
motives, evoked set, decision mediators, predispositions. 
Inhibitors, and satisfaction. The exogenous variables, 
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shown at the top of the diagram, influence the hypo¬ 
thetical constructs and provide for adjustment for 
interpersonal differences. The response variables 
are in the form of outputs which closely resemble 
the hierarch-of-effects model, but take account of 
feedback. 
It is difficult to do justice to the Howard- 
Sheth model in such a short description. Each of 
these variables and constructs, for example, is de¬ 
fined at length and its interrelationships are 
approximately specified. 
The three models summarized here represent a 
significant step forward from the original adoption 
and purchase decision process specifications. As 
Howard and Sheth observe, MWe hope that our theory 
will provide new insights into past empirical data, 
and guide future research by instilling coherence 
and unity into current research, which now tends to 
be atomistic and unrelated" (pp. 486-437). 
Figure 12 
The Howard-Sheth "Theory of Buyer Behavior" 
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1968 by Scott, Forea- 
Svnthesls of the Current Knowledge of Consumer 
Adoption Process Models. Robertson (1971) presents a 
model which he does not claim to be "new" or "important 
or "modified" but the outcome of the strenghts and 
weaknesses of consumer adoption process models presented 
thus far. (see Figure 13) 
Figure 13 
A Summary Adoption Process Model 
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Sources Thomas S. Robertson, "Product Adoption Process," 
Innovative Behavior and Communication, (New York: 
Holt, Rinehart and Winston, Inc. , 1971), p. 75. 
The information-attitude-behavior relationship is 
conceptualized as in previous models. It has provisions 
to trace different forms of the adoption process. The 
rational/decision-making form follows the full sequence 
of stages, while the nonrational/Impulse form goes from 
awareness to trial or to adoption without trial. Feed¬ 
back effects are noted by dotted lines. Problem per¬ 
ception and dissonance are added as two basically new 
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stages to the process to account more fully for the 
possible sequences which may occur. 
i 
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C. Innovator 
Consumer Innovator Profile. Many attempts have been 
made to determine who are the Innovators for a certain 
product. Many students of marketing had begun with the 
belief and hope that there are certain definite character¬ 
istics of an innovator and that an individual innovator 
was an innovator across all or many product catagories. 
Studies have shown that though Innovators tend to have 
certain common characteristics, an Individual who Is an 
innovator of one product may not be an innovator of other 
products. Also, characteristics to be studied to determine 
an innovator vary with the product, e.g., income level may 
be a more important factor in determing innovators of 
high-risk, high cost items than in determining the 
characteristics of an innovator of a low-risk, inexpensive 
item. 
Gorman (19t>b), Robertson (19^7) and Kegerreis (I9bd) 
have made interesting studies to determine the characteristics 
of innovators of three different products. These studies 
are a significant step towards the understanding of 
innovators. 
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Below a summary Is presented of these three studies 
as an example of the kinds of studies being conducted 
to determine Innovators. 
Example I 
Walter P. Gorman, III, Ph.D., "Market Acceptance of a 
Consumer Durable Good Innovation: A Socio-Economic 
Analysis of First Buying Households of Color felevison 
Receivers in Tuscaloosa, Alabama," 1966. 
PURPOSE: 
To test the applicability of the sociological analysis 
to the demographic and behavioral characteristics of early 
acceptor-buyer (ultimate consumer) of color televison 
receivers in Tuscaloosa, Alabama. 
HYPOTHESIS: 
Early acceptor-buyers of agricultural producer goods 
can be distinguished from later buyers by certain demo¬ 
graphic and behavioral characteristics. 
PROCEDURE: 
Two frames of buying households were defined: (l) 
early (first) buying households who purchased before a 
significant expansion of the market, (2) later (second) 
buying households who purchased after a certain date 
(September 1, 1965). Two samples of 60 units each were 
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randomly selected from each frame of buying households 
and analyzed, 
RESULTS: 
Discriminant Analysis verified that selected Inde¬ 
pendent variables for the two samples were significantly 
different (99% confidence). 
The z test and tabular analysis also verified that 
the hypothesis generated from sociological diffusion 
theory explained the nature and direction of color tele¬ 
vision acceptance in Tuscaloosa. First buying households 
were characterized by: (l) higher incomes, (2) more 
expensive homes, (3) more group memberships, (4) more 
magazine subscription, and (5) more radio, phonograph and 
secondary televison set ownership than second buying 
households. The number of professional, entrepreneurical 
and managerial household heads in the first buying group 
was greater than for the second buying group. In addition 
their education level was higher. Besides the above 
statisically significant differences, the first buying 
households were characterized by: (1) more family members, 
(2) more children, (3) fewer wage earners, (4) more dis¬ 
tant trips, (5) more elected offices, and (6) a greater 
penchant for leisure time activities. 
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DISCUSSION: 
The results of the study imply that diffusion theory 
may be a valuable analytical tool In explaining and 
predicting the market acceptance process of consumer goods. 
Example II 
Thomas S. Robertson, "Consumer Innovators: The key to 
New Product Success," California Management Review, Winter 
1967, pp. 23-30. 
PURPOSE: 
"To provide evidence to show that probability of new 
product success can be increased by understanding the 
consumer innovator." (p. 23) 
HYPOTHESIS: 
Innovators are (l) More venturesome in their consuption 
behavior than non-innovators, (2) More socially integrated 
within their communities, (3) More cosmopolitan in out¬ 
look, (4) More socially mobile, (5) Overprivileged 
relative to fellow community members, (p. 2b) 
PROCEDURE: 
Touch-Tone (push-button) telephone was chosen as an 
innovation whose consumer innovators and non-innovators 
within a defined community were examined. The selected 
community was the middle-class, suburban Chicago township 
of Deerfiel, Illinois. The Touch-Tone Innovation was of 
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general relevance to community members, and installation 
was available for all households, (p. 26) 
Innovators were defined as the first 10# of the 
community’s members to adopt. The sample consisted of 
one hundred respondents, including 60 innovators and 40 
non-innovators, (p.26) 
The data-gathering approach was through an in-home 
personal interview with the female head of the house¬ 
hold. She was chosen as the "spokesman" for the family 
consumption unity, (p.26) 
RESULTS: 
Except for cosmopoliteness variables all other 
hypothesis have proved correct, (p. 28) 
DISCUSSION: 
"Increasing the probability of new product success 
requires knowledge of the consumer innovator. Gaining 
initial levels of acceptance is crucial, yet most new 
products never do. " (p. 30) 
"It is suggested that a desirable new product marketing 
program should take account of innovator characteristics 
at the initial levels of penetration. Advertising and 
sales strategies based on these variables would appear 
to stand the best chance of success." (p. 30) 
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Example III 
Kegerreis, Robert James, "innovative and Diffusive 
Characteristics of the Earliest Adopters of a New 
Automotive Service," Ph.D. Thesis, The Ohio State 
University, 196^. 
PURPOSE: 
To provide new marketing information about innovators 
and diffusion. 
HYPOTHESIS: 
There was no hypothesis stated. 
PROCEDURE: 
Studies were made of the characteristics and behavior 
of the earliest adopter (defined as innovators) of a new 
consumer service, the automotive diagnostic center. Six 
sets of characteristics were developed for the study: 
(l) economic, (2) social status, (3) product-related, (4) 
communication, (5) innovativeness, and (6) diffusiveness. 
A total of 249 innovators were interviewed during their 
trial of the new service on the site of the automotive 
diagnostic center. A week later, follow-up interviews 
were conducted by telephone. The resulting data were com¬ 
pared with those produced by interviewing concurrently a 
probability sample of the automotive owners representing 
the relevant metropolitan population. 
Techniques of data analysis that were employed 
included chi square, ration comparison, and multiple 
discriminant analysis. 
RESULTS: 
The research resulted in a confirmation of the 
positive correlation of Income (and allied economic indicators) 
with innovators. Another generalized finding was that 
status held by innovators is higher than that of the 
general population on every variable measured. New 
evidence was developed that supports the conslusion 
that innovators engage in more planning activity and more 
of a search for information than do others in the pop¬ 
ulation. Some of the data serve to challenge previously 
held notions about innovators in the areas of risk 
acceptance, risk seeking, sources of influence, and 
eagerness to try new products. 
DISCUSSION: 
The research was unique in several dimensions:(l) 
innovators are compared with the population rather than 
with later classes of adopters, a construct that enables 
the researcher to make meaningful studies early in a 
product life cycle and to give marketers information in 
time for it to be predictively useful; (2) many aspects 
of innovative consumer behavior were observed for the 
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first time, such as elements of planning, comparison 
of informational sources, and status levels; and (3) 
this was the first broad study which gathered its primary 
data at the time of and on the site of the actual trial. 
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Summary of Research on Consumer Innovator Profile 
Robertson (1971) summarizes twenty-one studies of 
findings in consumer profile research. (See Table 5. ) 
Table 5 
Factors Related to Consumer Innovativeness Across 
Product Categories 
Number of Studies and Relationships Shown* 
Factor Posftive None Negat ive 
Communication Behavior 
Print Readership 
Television Viewership 
Social Interaction Factors 
Social Participation: 
Informal 
Formal 
Opinion Leadership 
Cosmopolitanism 
Social Mobility 
Norm on Innovation 
Attitudinal, Perceptual, and 
Personality Factors 
Venturesomeness 
Perceived Risk 
Self-Perception of Innovativeness 
Personality: 
Inventories! 
Other-Directedness 
Generalized Self-confidence 
Attitude Toward Innovations 
Value Factors 
Religious Participation 
Values 
Consumption Patterns 
Product Category Usage Rate 
7 
1 
6 
4 
10 
1 
4 
6 
5 
0 
2 
2 
1 
1 
8 
2 
3 
6 
3 
3 
3 
0 
0 
0 
4 
0 
3 
5 
1 
0 
1 
0 
0 
1 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
0 
_7_ 
Source: Based on research 
Inc., (1953). 
as reported by Advertest Re; search 
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Summary of Research on Consumer Innovator Profile 
Robertson (1971) summarizes twenty-one studies of 
findings in consumer profile research. (See Table 5. ) 
r 
Factors Related to 
Table 5 
Consumer Innovativeness Across 
Product Categories 
Factor 
Number of Studies and Relationships Shown* 
Positive None Negative 
Communication Behavior 
Print Readership \ .* 7. 
Television Viewership l • 
Social Interaction Factors 
Social Participation: 
Informal 6 
Formal 4 
Opinion Leadership 10 
Cosmopolitanism 1 
Social Mobility 4 
Norm on Innovation 6 
Attitudinal, Perceptual, and 
Personality Factors 
Venturesomeness 5 
Perceived Risk 0 
Self-Perception of Innovativeness 2 
Personality: 
Inventoriest 2 
Other-Directedness 1 
Generalized Self-confidence 1 
Attitude Toward Innovations 8 
Value Factors 
Religious Participation 0 
Values 1 
Consumption Patterns 
Product Category Usage Rate 7 
Number of Stores Shopped 1 
Willingness to Try New Products 4 
Brand Loyalty 0 
2 
3 
6 
3 
3 
3 
0 
0 
0 
4 
0 
3 
5 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
0 
1 
1 
Demographic Factors 
Age 1 
Education 7 
Income 9 
Occupational Status 6 
Number of Children 1 
6 
3 
4 
5 
8 
4 
0 
0 
0 
1 
Research 
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This research covers a wide range of product cate¬ 
gories involving many different research methodologies 
and sample population. It is also not based on a common 
definition of innovations. Table 5 shows a summary of 
consumer research findings, listing the most important 
variables studied and the relationship found which 
combines results across product categories. 
Relationship between existing theories on innovators 
and present study. One of the most substantial findings 
in the area of consumer research is that there will be 
certain people who have the tendency to try a new pro¬ 
duct or service before others do. These people are not 
the same for every product, i.e., an innovator of one 
product may not be the innovator of another product. 
Knowing that in every potential market for a pro¬ 
duct, there are certain individuals who are innovators 
and who will first try the product, the marketer will 
want to know what are the characteristics of this In¬ 
novator, where is he located, how to reach him, and how 
to appeal, interest and persuade him. 
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The study presented in the second part of this pre¬ 
sentation is an attempt to get answers to 3ome of the 
questions stated in the above paragraph. It is a 
broader study than just finding out the characteristics 
of innovators in that it is also an analysis of the 
present marketing policies of the company whose product 
innovators are being studied. 
Very few studies have been done on the innovators 
of a service and thus the author feels that this study 
will add to the very scarce knowledge we have on the 
adoption of a service. 
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CHAPTER II 
A. Background and Basic Strategy of the Present 
Study 
This study originated from a request by the Green 
Machine Division of Punderson Oil Company of Springfield, 
Massachusetts, to determine the market for a professional 
lawn spray service in Hamden County, Massachusetts. The 
company had introduced lawn spray service three years 
ago and as yet had made no progress. It was hypothesized 
that the reason for this could be: 
1. That there is no market for lawn spray service. 
2. That the company has not managed to reach those 
consumers who are likely to be innovators 
(initial adoptors) of a lawn spray service. 
The present study attempts to determine: 
- the market 
- variables effecting willingness to try the service 
- innovator profile 
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Once It is determined that there are enough home 
owners who are willing and able to purchase a lawn spray 
service for the company to be economically feasible, then 
\ 
there will be a need to determine the innovator profile 
so that the company could first attempt to reach them to 
effect maximun initial penetration of the market. 
Objective of the Study. The objective of the study 
is to determine: 
1. The market for a professional lawn spray service 
among homeowners of Hamden County. 
2. The variables which effect the willingness of 
homeowners to purchase the service. 
3. The innovator profile of a lawn spray service. 
The ultimate objective of the study is to recommend 
the most effective marketing mix - price, promotion, 
prospects, distribution and service, for a professional 
lawn spray service in Hamden County, Massachusetts. 
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B. Market Studied and Sample Size 
Three categories of home owners were examined: 
1. General Homeowners 
2. Past Customers 
3. Prospects who requested a survey but did not 
take the service. 
The primary group studied were the general home- 
owners. They constitute the prospective market, and 
since one of the objectives of this study is to determine 
the market, these homeowners and their attitudes towards 
a lawn spray service comprise the bulk of the study. 
Three hundred and sixty homeowners were selected in 
random. Attempt was made to interview them by telephone. 
Many could not be reached and many did not cooperate. 
Three hundred and sixty homeowners were selected, which 
was in excess of the sample we needed, because it was 
expected that only about one-third completed interviews 
would be obtained. We managed to get 8b interviews. The 
author was satisfied with this number because it was a 
completely random selection. Also, these 88 interviews 
were cooperative and answered quite completely. 
The second group to be interviewed were homeowners 
who requested a survey but turned down the service. This 
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group seemed to have had the need but for some reason 
had turned down the service. This fact should help us 
in our study of the first group, i.e., general homeowners, 
in that it prevents us from concluding that where there 
is a need there is a market. Obviously more than the 
identification of a need is required to spot a market 
group, i.e., those who asked for a survey but rejected 
the service, should help us identify what these other 
features are. We obtained answers from fifty-four inter¬ 
views; they were randomly selected. 
The third group were former customers. This group 
was not deemed critical in our study of the market. They 
were, however, selected because it was felt that for some 
reason there seemed to be many customers who just tried 
the service once and did not return for repeated tries. 
It was felt that maybe customers look at a professional 
lawn service as a problem oriented service rather than a 
continuous need, i.e., required only when there is a 
problem and not for preventive maintenance or as a means 
to maintain lawns continuouly beautiful. Thirty-three 
interviewees responded. They were selected randomly. 
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C. Theoretical Framework of the Study 
Determination of the Market, The bases of determining 
the market was to first find out the percentage of home- 
owners who express a desire to try the service. Then a 
comparison was made between the amount he was willing to 
spend towards a professional lawn spray service and the price 
charged by the company to provide the service. An analysis 
is also made to determine whether or not the company can 
adjust its price (either upwards or downwards) to 
accomodate the amount these homeowners are willine to 
spend on their lawns. 
Analysis of the Variable which Effects Expressed 
Need and the Willingness to Purchase the Service. Following 
are the independent variables which have been analyzed to 
determine their effect on willingness to purchase the 
service: 
1. Media by which homeowners became aware of the 
service. 
2. Problem with the lawn. 
3. Time to take care of the lawn. 
4. Enjoyment derived from the lawn care. 
5. Importance attached to a well maintained lawn. 
6. Income 
The relationship between awareness and expressed 
need is also determined together with the relationship 
between the homeowners who have a problem with their lawns 
and the time they have to take care of their lawns. Com¬ 
parison is also made of the importance that the three 
sample groups attach to a well maintained lawn. 
The data obtained from samples of homeowners who 
asked for a survey will be analyzed to determine the media 
which prompted them to do so. The reason for their re^- 
jecting the service after aking for a survey will also be 
sought. Also, the relationship between the size of their 
lawns and the amount they spend on their lawns will be 
studied. 
' Data from past customers is analyzed to determine the 
media which informed them of the service, the reason why 
the service was discontinued and the reason for taking 
the services of a lawn spray service in the first place. 
Innovator Profile. From the analysis of the variable 
as explained above, a profile will be developed of the 
most likely innovator of a professional lawn spray service 
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D. Some Comments on the Present Study 
The problem with most business studies in an academic 
environment is that they are not proper blends of both 
theoretical and practical aspects of what is being 
studied. With a very few exceptions, studies which are 
presented as theses and dissertations are mostly theoretical. 
The author hopes that this study, while meeing the 
theoretical requirements of an academic paper, is also 
complete in its practical aspects; it deals with an 
actual business problem and gives a complete package 
solution to the problem in the light of the business 
environment in which the problem arose. 
Also, most diffusion, adoption and innovator studies 
are done in an isolated manner in that information from 
these studies is not presented as one of the many imputs 
to a decision making solution. In this study, the author 
has acquired information and analyzed it to acquire 
knowledge of all aspects of the situation which might 
help in making sound decisions about solving the problem 
at hand. 
Thus, this is a decision oriented study. The author 
has kept the executive decision maker in mind while pre¬ 
paring the study and has aimed it at helping him improve 
the quality of his decisions. While going through the 
second half of the study, the author hopes that the 
reader will keep this in mind. 
CHAPTER III 
5 8 
A. Analysis of Data - General Homeowners 
Awareness and Need. The first thing to find out was 
whether or not homeowners were aware that there is such 
a thing as a professional lawn spray service. It was felt 
that possibly many homeowners were not even aware that 
such a service existed, and thus did not try the service. 
But, this possibility was dispelled when we compiled the 
answers to the question: "Are you aware that a lawn spray 
service is available to you?" See Table below: 
Table b 
Number and Percentage of Homeowners Aware That a Profess¬ 
ional Lawn Spray Service Exists 
Number Percentage 
Aware 74 mfo 
Not Aware 14 lb% 
Total 8b 100% 
As shown by the data in Table b, only 1b% were unaware. 
Though the facts in Table b tell us that the problem is not 
that people are not aware, the lb^ of homeowners who are 
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unaware may constitute the people who may have a need 
for the service, whereas the 34$ who are aware of it may 
not have a need. If this were so, we could say that 
sales are not increasing because the homeowners who need 
it are not aware of it. Table 7 below discards the 
possibility also. In Table 7, an attempt was made to 
determine if there was a need for a lawn spray service 
among the 1b$ who were unaware of the existence of a 
professional lawn spray service. 
Table 7 
Expressed Need for a Professional Lawn 
Service by Those Who are Aware of 
it and Those who Are -Not-Aware 
(in Percentages) 
Awareness 
. • - Yes No 
Expressed Yes 5.4^ 
Need No 94.6% 93% 
As shown by Table 7. 93$ of those lb% who were unaware 
said that they do not see a need for a lawn spray service. 
Of those who were aware of a lawn spray service, only 
5.4% said that they did see a need. Thus, being aware 
or unaware does not seem to make any difference. Over 
93$ of both aware and unaware homeowners reject the 
so 
service as unnecessary. 
Effect of Media on Willingness to Purchase Service. 
Now let’s examine the media by which homeowners first 
became aware of the service and its effect, if any, on 
their willingness to purchase. See Table 8 below. 
Table ti 
Media by Which Homeowners Became Aware of a Lawn Spray 
Service 
(Their Number and Percentage) 
Media Number Percentage 
a. Televison 32 35. 9$ 
b. Newspaper 31 34.9$ 
c. Direct Mall 0 0$ 
d. Word of Mouth 5 6. 6$ 
e. Don’t Remember 21 23.6$ 
Total 89* 100$ 
* Some gave multiple answers 
About 71$ became aware of the service through tele- 
vision and newspapers, indicating the importance of these 
two media in the communication of the idea of a lawn spray 
service. It may also indicate that the company has only 
or mostly advertized through television and newspapers.* 
Whatever the case, one thing comes out clear: T.V. and 
*By newspapers it is meant daily newspapers and not 
weekly. 
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newspapers are an effective means of communicating as far 
» 
as making people aware of the service, but are they also effective 
in creating a desire in the homeowners to try the service, 
and of these two media, which one is more effective in 
creating a desire in the homeowners to purchase the 
service? Table 9 shows the effect of various media on 
the willingness to purchase. 
Table 9 
The Effect of Various Media on Willingness to Purchase 
a Lawn Spray Service 
Media T.V. 
News- 
Paper 
Direct 
Mail 
Word of 
Mouth 
Don’t 
Remember 
Willingness Yes 6# 13.6# 0 0 0 
to 
Purchase No 94# 86.4# 0 100% 100# 
Table 9 tells us that 6% of those who saw the adver¬ 
tisement on T.Vo expressed the desire to purchase the 
service, and 13.6# of those who saw the advertisement in 
the newspaper said they would like to try the service. Thus, 
newspapers seem to be the most effective media to communi¬ 
cate to homeowners. Whether or not it is the most efficient 
will depend on each medium’s effectiveness vs. its cost. 
Analvsis of the Causes of the Negative Attitude 
- - — - - - - — - — ■ ■ ■ ^ - - - - - —- 
reward a Professional Lawn Spray Service. Let us examine 
the figures for (I' need, and (2} willingness to try the 
service. The question for need was: Yould you say there 
is a need for a lawn spray service? The question for 
willingness to purchase was: Yhat is the maximum amount 
you would be willing and able to pay for four visits 
of...? The answer moso often was: I wouldn*t be willing 
zo pay for outside help. 
Table 10 shows the compiled figures for need and 
willingness :o cry the service. 
Table 10 
jixrressed heed 
Vi 11 ins: a 
the 
ess to mry 
Service 
Humber Percent Number Percent 
Ys g 5 5.7* n 9? 
No 23 9^.3% «0 91 f> 
Only 5.7* said there is a need for it and said 
they will be willing to try the service. One would expect 
that all those who said they do not see a need for the 
service would also say they would not re willing to try 
this service. However, this does not seem to be the case 
here, as 5.7* said there is no need for the service wherea 
9$ said they would try it. It is possible that those 
who said there is no need and still said they would try 
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it expressed what they felt was generally not a need, 
though they themselves need it. So, when a homeowner says 
he or she does not think there is a need for the service, 
it is very possible they are not expressing whether or not 
they need the service; what they could be saying is that 
they do not think there is a need for the service in 
general. With this possibility in mind, the author tried 
to find out whether or not the homeowner needs the service 
by determining whether or not a homeowners 
- has any problem with his lawn; 
- has enough time to take care of his lawn; 
- enjoys taking care of his lawn. 
When homeowners were asked if they had any problem with their 
lawn, they gave the following answers 
Table 11 
Types of Problems with Lawns 
Problem* No. £ 
Homeowner 
No. 
with problem 
$ 
a. Weeds 44 41.5 
b. Pests 10 9.4 
c. Liming 0 — 50 47$ 
d. Fertilization 3 2.9 
e. Other 10 9.4 
d. None 39 36.8 
* Some indicated more than one problem 
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Forty-seven percent said they have a problem. Of this 
47$, 41.5$ had problems with weeds and another 9.4$ said 
pests. 
Association between Problem and Time. Let us examine 
whethsrornot homeowners, both with and without problems, 
have time to care for their lawns. 
Table 12 
Table Showing The Number and Percentage of Homeowners 
Who Have Time to Care For Their Lawns And Those Who Do 
Not Have Time 
Number Percentage 
Enough Time 75 84$ 
Not Enough Time 14 16$ 
Again, we see that only 16$ of the homeowners do not 
have time. Thus, time does not seem to be a rampant factor 
that might indicate a need. 
Now let us find out whether or not this 47$ (see 
Table 11) of homeowners who have a problem with their 
lawns have enough time to take care of their lawns. 
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Table 13 
Data Showing Whether or Not The 47$ or Homeowners Who 
Have A Problem With Their Lawns Have Time to Care For 
Their Lawns 
Number Percentage 
Enough Time 42 84# 
Not Enough Time 8 16# 
The comparison of Tables 12 and 13 shows that the 
figures are identical. Sixteen percent of all homeowners 
do not have time to take care of their lawns and 16 1/2$ 
of homeowners with problems also do not have enough time 
to take care of their lawns. This makes us conclude, as 
does the fact that 64$ of homeowners having problems have 
enough time to care for their lawns, that homeowners’ 
lawn problems are not very much associated with their not 
having enough time to care for their lawns. 
Association Between Problem and Willingness to Try 
the Service, One would expect that 47$ of homeowners who 
have a problem with their lawns would be susceptible to 
try a lawn spray service. This conclusion is somewhat 
true as can be seen from the table below. 
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Table 14 
Table Showing Homeowners With Problems and Without Problems 
And Their Willingness To Try A Lawn Spray Service — 
(in numbers and Percentages) 
_ _Problem_ 
Number “Percent 
__Yes_No_Yes_No 
Willingness to Yes_6_2_14. 7$_4, 6$ 
Try Service_no_35_42_#5.3$ 95*4$ 
Table 14 shows that people with problems are more likely 
to try the service. 14.7$ of the homeowners with problems 
said they would try as compared to 4. b$ of those who have 
no problems. Yet, only 14.7$ of those homeowners with 
problems, which comes to less than 7$ of the total home- 
owners, said they would try - not a very large figure 
indeed. However, it does show that problems with lawns do 
create a need. This makes us conclude that lack of know¬ 
how on the part of homeowners to solve the problems they 
have with their lawns could be a determinant of purchase 
behavior. Thus, we conclude that the company's know-how 
should be sufficient to solve the lawn problems of nouse- 
owners; specially the problems of weeds and pests (see 
Table 11); otherwise they could lose those customers who 
come to them hoping the company has the know-how to solve 
their problems. 
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Association Between Time and Willingness to Purchase. 
Besides the 16$ of homeowners who say they do not have 
time (see Table 12), only a small fraction, i.e. 19$, 
say they would try the service. Nineteen percent of 16$ 
comes to about 3$ of the whole population of homeowners. 
See Table 15 
Table 15 
Time to Take Care of Lawn 
Number_Percent 
Yes_No_Yes No 
Willingness Yes 5 3_7^ 19* 
to 
Purchase_No_69_11_93$79$ 
The table above certainly shows that homeowners who do 
not have enough time are much more likely to try the 
service,i.e., 19$ vs. 7$ for homeowners who do have time. 
But the 19$ as explained earlier comes to only 3$ of the 
whole homeowner population. 
Associatlon Between Enjoyment and Willingness to Try 
Services. Let us now examine if homeowners would utilize 
a lawn spray service because they do not enjoy taking care 
of their lawns. See Table 16. 
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Table lb 
Data Showing The Number And Percentage Of Homeowners 
Who Enjoy Working At Their Lawns 
Number Percentage 
Enjoy 70 19% 
Do not enjoy 18 a 19% 
Again, we 3ee that a large chunk of homeowners do not 
need a lawn spray service as they enjoy caring for the 
lawns themselves. 
Also, one would Imagine that those who do not enjoy 
would be more willing to take the help of a lawn spray 
service, as shown In the table below. This Is quite true 
In the case of a lawn spray service. 
Table 17 
Number Percent 
Yes No Yes No 
Willingness 
Yes 5 3 . 7% n% 
to 
Try Service No • 65 15 93% 33% 
The table shows that those who do not enjoy are 
more likely to take the aid of a lawn s pray service. 1. e. 
17$ as compared to 7$ of those who say they enjoy. 
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Analysis to find the reason why only a small per¬ 
centage of the total homeowners population are willing 
to try the service. Let us now examine why only a very 
small percentage of total homeowners are willing to try 
the service (of course it is possible that their absolute 
numbers may constitute quite a large market. ). Even 
among homeowners with lawn problems, or homeowners who do 
not have time or homeowners who do not enjoy maintaining 
their lawns, the percentage who said they would like to 
try was very low. The question is - why? 
Maybe homeowners just do not give enough importance 
to a well-maintained lawn. When homeowners were asked if 
a well-maintained lawn is important to them, this is what 
they said? 
Table 16 
Data Showing the Importance Homeowners Attach to a 
Well Maintained Lawn 
No. Percentage 
Cumulative 
Percent 
Very great importance 0 0% 0 
Great importance 50 56. 8$ 56. 8$ 
Average importance 26 297 85.8$ 
Little importance 10 11. ^7 97.27 
No importance 2 2.8$ 100.07 
Total 83 100. 0$> 
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No one said it is of very great importance 56 8$ said they 
think it is of great importance and 29$ said average im¬ 
portance only. 11.4$ said little importance and 2 8$ said 
it is of no importance to them. That means 85. ->$ said it 
is of average importance or better. Below we compare the 
above figures with figures of those homeowners who asked 
for a survey and figures of past customers. 
Table 19 
Data Comparing the Importance that the Three Groups Attach 
To a Well Maintained Lawn in Percentages 
General 
Home- 
owners 
Homeowner 
Who asked 
for a 
Survey 
s Past 
Cus¬ 
tom¬ 
ers 
General 
Home- 
owners 
Homeowner 
Who Asked 
for a 
Survey 
s Past 
Cus¬ 
tom¬ 
ers 
Very Great 
Importance 0 0$ 18. 5% 26 b% 0 0% 18 5$ 26 6$ 
Great 
Importance 56 8$ 31 4$ 40 0$ 56 8$ 49 9$ 66 b% 
Average 
Importance 29 0% 33 3$ 30 0% 85 8$ 83 2$ 96 6$ 
Little 
Importance 11 4$ 9 H 3 4$ 97 2% 92.4$ 100 0$ 
No 
Importance 2 8$ 7 b% 0 0$ 100 0% 100 0$ 100 0% 
While there was no one in the general homeowner category 
who said a well maintained lawn is of very great importance 
to them 18 5$ of those who asked for a survey said to them 
it is of very great importance and 26 6$ of past customers 
said it is of very great importance to them This shows that 
a lot of homeowners try the service because a well maintained 
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lawn Is of very great importance to them. Homeowners how¬ 
ever who think it is of very great importance are probably 
so few among homeowners of Hamden County that we could not 
pick up even one in our sample of general homeowners. 
With only 13.2% of homeowners in Hamden County expres¬ 
sing that a well maintained lawn is of little or no impor¬ 
tance we could conclude that the negative attitude towards 
a lawn spray service is not because homeowners do not give 
importance to a well maintained lawn. They do. 
Another possible reason for their negative attitude 
could be their belief that they would never afford to pay 
for outside help. Many homeowners who said they would not 
try gave that as a reason. See Table 20. 
Table 20 
Data Showing Some Reasons Given by Homeowners 
For Not Wanting to Try the Service 
Number Percent 
1. Willing to Try 8 9# 
2. Would not Afford 10 11.3# 
3. Would not Afford and Will 
Not be Willing 12 13.6# 
4. Would not be Willing 58 66. 
11.3$ said they would not try because they will not 
afford to pay for the service. It could be possible that 
this group thinks the service to be more expensive than it 
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Is. When this group was asked how much they spend on their 
lawns the average expenditure was given as $23.50. The 
average size of their lawn is 6562 sq ft. The company’s 
cost of fertilization alone for the above size lawn is 
$31 02. Though it is more than what they spend it is not 
too far from it If their need is fertilization alone then 
they probably would afford it; however normally they would 
require fertilization and crab grass prevention or fertiliza¬ 
tion and weed killing treatment and the price for them $44.34 
and $37.50 respectively for a lawn between ^501 and 700^> sq. 
ft. These prices are a little steep for this group of home- 
owners. For this group it would help to sell the service 
not as a package as it is done now but each service sepa¬ 
rately i.e, now when a homeowner cannot solve his crab 
grass problem he has to purchase fertilization service too 
as they are sold as a package similarly when he needs a 
weed killing treatment why must he buy fertilization ser¬ 
vice also? By such an adjustment in the service a better 
product marketing package can be developed which will pro- 
vice the consumer with only that service which he needs and 
which he cannot do himself. This will enable the company 
to bill him closer to the amount he is willing to spend 
If we follow this policy and advertise the prices of each 
service separately the potential consumer will be pre¬ 
sented with smaller individual prices and may be more likely 
to buy the service. And those customers who can afford but 
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think they cannot will also be reached and sold. 
Among those who are willing to try the service there 
does seem to be a market The average size of their lawn 
is 12 750 sq ft and they are willing to spend $30. 00 to 
get the help of a lawn spray service For a plot between 
12 000 and 13 000 sq ft. Punderson Oil charges the follow¬ 
ing rates: $52.00 for fertilization; $57.18 for fertiliza¬ 
tion and crab grass prevention; $68. 28 for fertilization and 
weed killing; fertilization and chinch bug killing $65.44; 
chinch bug only $52 44 So if they need two treatments 
of any one package of services they will probably be able to 
afford it. 
Conclusion: By not selling the service in a package 
(one service tied to another) the company could tap a 
market which was closed before. This market comprises 10$ 
of homeowners. 
All those who said they are willing to try the service 
but did not try as yet said they were aware of th$ service. 
I do not seem to know why they have not tried the service as 
yet Sixty-three percent of those who said they are willing 
to try had problems with weeds It would probably help if 
the effective weed killing aspect of the service is clearly 
used as a main theme. 
Effeet of Income on willingness to try lawn spray ser- 
vice. No conclusion could be drawn on the effect of this 
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variable on the willingness of homeowners to try the service 
as very few homeowners were willing to reveal their income 
And of the homeowners who said they would like to try the 
service the number who were willing to give their income 
were even smaller. 
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B. Analysis of Data - Homeowners who Asked for a Survey 
But Did Not Try the Service 
Let us examine the media which solicits most inquiries. 
See Table 21. 
Table 21 
Data Showing the Media which Prompted Request for a 
Survey (in number and percentage) 
Number Percentage 
Daily Newspaper 21 38 % 
Direct Mail 15 27 % 
Television 7 12. % 
Word of Mouth 7 12. 5$ 
Exposition/Show 3 5 % 
Saw Tank Truck 1 - 
Do Not Remember 1 - 
55 100 <f, 
Newspapers seem to be the most effective media in con¬ 
vincing homeowners or arousing homeowners’ curiosity to at 
least ask for a survey. Unlike the first group in general 
homeowners who rated T.V. first (35 9$ of them) among media 
through which they became aware of the service among the 
present group only 12.5$ said they saw it on T.V. Direct 
mail seems to be quite effective in prompting homeowners to 
ask for a survey. Twenty-seven percent of the homeowners 
said they were aware of it by direct mail. 
Conclusion: Daily newspapers and direct mail are the 
most effective means of soliciting Inquiries for a survey. 
\ 
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The next question one would ask is: What good is the study 
of this group when they only asked for a survey and rejected 
the service? A study of this group is important because it 
will give us an answer to the question: Why did these home- 
owners who had all the inclination to try the service reject 
it once an offer was made to them? Let us see why. See 
Table 22. 
Table 22 
Data Showing the Number of Homeowners who Rejected 
The Offer and their Reasons for it 
Reasons for Refusing Service Number Per¬ 
centage 
1. Too expensive 24 45 o% 
2. Preferred another company 2 3.8% 
3- Had chinch bug problem which was later 
solved 2 3.8% 
4. Not confident in the service 2 3.8% 
5. Jurt did not bother to contact the company 2 3.8% 
6. Company said they will not be able to help 1 1.9% 
7. Company did not have a weed killer 1 1 9* 
8. By the time the company called the problem 
vanished 1 1.9% 
9. Gave no special reason 14 26. 5% 
10. Sprayed once - unsatisfactory 4 7.5* 
Forty-five percent of the homeowners were discouraged 
because they thought it was too expensive. 
Below is given the plot size and the amount this group 
spends on their lawns. These figures should help Punderson 
Oil Co. improve the alignment of their prices. 
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Table 23 
Data Showing the Size of Lawn and the Amount 
Spent on them per year 
Lot Size 
in Sq. Ft. 
Cost to Maintain Their Lawn 
Per Annum 
5000 - 10000 $42 
10000 - 15000 $60 
15000 - 20000 $50 
20000 - 25000 $50 
Table 22 reasons Nos, 2 4 8. seems to be salesman 
related problems which the company should be aware of and 
try to solve. Reasons No. 7 and 7 could have been avoided 
if the company had a better follow-up system. Reason No. 10 
also seems to be within the control of the company. I have 
mentioned them so that the company may become aware of them 
and try and control them. By controlling them the company 
would gain 22.7$ of those potential customers who ask for a 
survey but reject the service. 
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C. Analysis of Data - Past Customers 
Among this group too newspapers seem to be the most 
important media. But unlike the second group (those who 
asked for a survey but rejected the service) television 
seems to be the second most important media. See Table 24. 
Table 24 
Data Showing the Number and Percentage of Past 
Customers and the Media by which they first became 
Aware of the Service 
Media Number Percentage 
Newspaper 14 42.4$ 
Television 6 18.60 
Word of Mouth 10 30. o$ 
Direct Mail 1 3. 0$ 
Do Not Remember 2 6. o$ 
When the past customers were asked why they discontinued 
the service we got some very interesting an swers See Table 
25. 
Table 25 
Table Showing the Answer to the Question: Why Did You 
Discontinue the Service? 
Reasons for Discontinuing Number Percentage 
1 Too expensive 8. 8$ 
2. Intends to continue service 9 26. 4$ 
3. Very satisfied with service 10 30 % 
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Table 25--Continued 
Reasons for Discontinuing Number Percentage 
4. Service not satisfactory 6 ?3 5% 
5- Did not live up to contract price 1 
•• Felt more was required than spray 1 
7. Did not require it any longer 1 
8. Another company serves more year 
round 1 
56.4$ of this group seems to be satisfied with the ser¬ 
vice and has stopped taking the service only temporarily. 
The most surprising find is that 23.5$ are just not satis¬ 
fied with the service. 
Table 26 
Reasons for Taking the Help of a Lawn Spray Service 
Number Percentage 
Do not have know-how 13 35.0% 
No time to take care of lawn 9 2k. 0$ 
Chinch Bugs 4 XI. k% 
Do not enjoy lawn care 0 5. 6<6 
Other 9 2k. 0% 
D. Summary of Conclusions 
1 Awareness of the existence of a lawn spray service does 
not determine a homeowner’s need for the service Over 
93$ of both aware and unaware homeowners rejected the 
service. 
2 Television and newspapers are the most effective media 
for making people aware of the service. About 71$ of 
homeowners who were aware of the service first became 
aware through T.V. and newspapers. 
3. Of all the homeowners who said they would be willing to 
try the service those who first became aware o.r the 
service through a newspaper were the highest percentage. 
13. 6$ of homeowners who were aware of it through a news¬ 
paper said they would like to try the service as com¬ 
pared to 6$ of homeowners who became aware of it through 
television. None of the homeowners who became aware of 
the service through other media were willing to try. 
4. Forty-seven percent of homeowners have problems with 
their lawns. 
5. The most prevalent problem with lawns is weeds. A good 
4l. 5 had problems with weeds Pests are a problem for 
9.4$ of homeowners and is the second most prevalent 
problem. 
Homeowners' lawn problems are not the result of their 
not having enough time to care for their lawns 
6. 
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Eighty-four percent of homeowners with problems said 
that they had enough time; the-same percentage as 
homeowners with no problems. 
7. Problems with lawns seem to be one of the determinants 
of need for lawn spray service. 14.6$ of those who 
have problems with their lawns said they would try the 
service as compared to 4. 6$ of those who have no prob¬ 
lem. Thus lack of know-how on the part of homeowners 
to solve the problems they have with their lawns could 
be a determinant of purchase behavior. 
8. Time does seem to be one of the determinants of pur¬ 
chase behavior. Homeowners who do not have enough time 
are much more likely to try the service i.e. 19$ vs. 
7$ for homeowners who do not have time. However the 
majority of homeowners 84$, have the time to care for 
their lawns. 
9. Enjoyment also seems to be a determinant of purchase 
behavior. Those who do not enjoy lawn care are more 
likely to take the aid of a lawn spray service i.e. 
70.5$ enjoy caring for their lawns. 
10. Negative attitude towards a lawn spray service is not 
because homeowners do not give importance to a well- 
maintained lawn. Only 13. 2$ think a well-maintained 
lawn is of little or no importance yet over 93$ reject 
it. 
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11. Dally newspapers and direct mall are the most effective 
means of soliciting Inquiries for a survey. 65$ of 
those who asked for a survey knew about the survey 
through newspapers and direct mall. 
12. A good 22. 7$ of those who asked for a survey and re¬ 
jected the service could have been made customers but 
for the Inefficiency of the company. The deficiencies 
pointed out are within the control of the firm. 
13. Many homeowners consider a lawn spray service as a 
problem related service i.e. they only take it when 
they have a problem and do not use it continually every 
year. 5-.4$ of the customers who the company thought 
had left them were actually satisfied and expressed a 
desire to renew the service should a problem arise. 
14. Many customers tend to reject the service though they 
have a problem with their lawn because of the policy of 
providing services in packages. This increases the 
cost to the customer and forces on him a service which 
he might not need. Thus he rejects the service. 
15. About 9$ of homeowners in Hamden County say they would 
be willing to try a professional lawn spray service. 
Another 11.3$ could also be made customers if pricing 
and service policy as identified in No. 14 above is 
followed. This makes it 20.3$. This is a reasonably 
large market considering there are 32433 owner-occupied 
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housing units In the Springfleld-Chicopee-Westfield 
area. Thus there Is a market for Punderson Oil Co. ' s 
lawn spray division In Hamden County. 
16. There Is a very good probability that If certain Im¬ 
provements are made In the marketing of lawn spray 
service by Punderson Oil Company the business can grow 
and prosper as the market Is sufficient with no com¬ 
petitors. 
17. The business should be organized to operate In a much 
larger scale as the potential market for lawn spray 
service In Hamden County Is sufficient and seems to 
be price elastic i.e. .. a reduction In price will be 
more than compensated by an Increase In demand. 
l2*U. S. Bureau of Census 1971. Social and Economic 
Statistics Census Tracts Springfielcf Chicopee _17oTyove 
Mass. Conn. 
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E. The Innovator of a Professional Lawn Spray 
Service 
The innovator of a professional lawn spray service 
seems to be an individual who is influenced by advertise¬ 
ments in newspapers. Also he is one who more than others 
responds to direct mail inquiry. 13. 6$ of homeowners who 
were aware of the service through a newspaper said they 
would like to try the service as compared to 6$ of home- 
owners who became aware of it through television. Besides 
65$ of homeowners who asked for a survey were aware of it 
through newspaper and direct mail. 
The innovator is more likely to be someone with a lawn 
problem than someone who does not have a problem with his 
lawn. 14. 6$ of those who have problems with their lawns 
said they would try the service as compared to 4.6$ of those 
who have no problem. Also the innovator does not have the 
know-how to solve his problem. 
The innovator seems to be generally busier than a non- 
innovator. 19$ of homeowners who do not have time said they 
would like to try the service as compared to 7$ of home- 
owners who do have time. 
The innovator would normally be an individual who does 
not enjoy taking care of his lawn. 17$ of homeowners who 
said they would try do not enjoy taking care of their lawns 
vs. 7$ for homeowners who enjoy taking care of their lawns. 
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The innovator also seems to consider a well-maintained 
lawn to be of very great importance. 1 .5$ of those who 
asked for a survey said they consider a well-maintained 
lawn to be of very great importance and 2r. of homeowners 
who tried the service considered a well-maintained lawn to 
be of very great importance. Whereas in the general home- 
owner category none said that a well-maintained lawn is of 
great importance to them. 
F. Implications of the Present Study 
Since innovators influence initial penetration and 
also influence later adoptions, marketers should seek to seg¬ 
ment the market when Introducing a new product or service on 
the basis of innovator profile. Such a market segmentation will 
result in quick revenue generation and also assure steady sales 
expansion as later adoptors get into the market. 
Marketers must realize that the consumer may not relate 
the amount he is willing to spend to the co3t associated with the 
service he is getting. In the present study consumers were 
spending around a certain fixed amount irrespective of the size 
of their lawns and the actual cost involved in servicing it. 
This implies that the marketer must fix his price not on the 
basis of his cost but on the basis of what the consumer perceives 
the right price to be. 
Services when presented in packages must give careful 
consideration to the requirements of the market which is to be 
served. When one service is attached to another and sold in 
packages only, they could be rejected by the consumer who has 
the ability and need to purchase only one of the services. 
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G. Recommendations 
1- Daily newspaper should be used as an advertising media 
together with some T.V. advertisement. Direct mail is 
selective but since it cannot be sent to all homeowners 
(82435), it should be sent selectively to wealthier sub¬ 
urban homeowners with larger lawns. 
2. The advertisement should emphasize the weed and pest 
control aspect of the service together with its price. 
Themes like "You don’t have to be rich to come to us"" 
or "We are les3 expensive than youj think" should help. 
Advertising of the price list will bring in those cus^* 
tomers who think they cannot afford it while they can. 
3. Brochures should state clearly that lawn spray service 
i3 not a replacement of the homeowner. Both homeowners 
and Punderson Oil Company’s service are supplementary. 
Do not compete on the basis of price. However, where the 
company’s prices are very close to or cheaper than the 
do-it-yourself cost, then these comparative price infor¬ 
mation should be provided. 
4. 
Q Q 
Appendix A 
Survey of Home Owners with Lawn 
Telephone No. Block No. 
(Do not start interviewing unless you are sure the interviewee 
is an owner of a home with a lawn). 
1. The lawn spray service provides you with fertilizing, weed 
killing, liming and insecticide and pest killing service. 
Are you aware that such a service is available to you? 
Yes No 
2. How did you become aware that a lawn spray service exists? 
a. T.V. _ 
b. Daily Newspaper _ 
c. Weekly Newspaper _ 
d. Direct Mail _ 
e. Word of Mouth _ 
3. Do you have enough time to take care of your lawn to 
your own satisfaction? 
Yes No 
4. Do you enjoy taking care of your lawn? 
Yes No 
5. What problems do you have with your lawn? 
Weeds_Pests _ Liming _ None _ 
Fertilization _ Other _ Name  
6. Would you say there is need for lawn spray service? 
Yes No 
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7. What is the approximate size of your: 
a. lot_sq. ft. or acres 
b. lawn _ sq. ft. or acres 
8. How much do you spend on your lawn? 
$ 
9. Would you consider trying a professional lawn spray 
service? 
Yes No 
10. How important is a well-maintained lawn to you: 
Very Great Importance _ 
Great Importance  
Average Importance _ 
Little Importance  
No Importance  
11. What is the maximum amount you would be willing and able 
to pay for four visits each of 
Fertilizing $ _ 
Liming _ 
Pest spray _ 
Weed control _ 
TOTAL $ _ 
12. How much would you be willing to spend to get the assis¬ 
tance of a lawn spray service for the whole summer. 
$_ 
13. What income bracket do you fall into 
90 
Per month 
Under $500 
$500-$1000 
$1000-1500 
$1500-2000 
More than $2000 
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Appendix B 
Survey of Prospects Who Have Asked for a 
Survey 
Name 
Telephone No. 
Date Surveyed 
Size of Lawn 
1. How did you become aware that a lawn spray service exists? 
a. T.V. _ 
b. Daily Newspaper _ 
c. Weekly Newspaper _ 
d. Direct Mail _ 
e. Word of Mouth _ 
2. What was your main reason to try and get outside help 
for your lawn? 
No time to take care of lawn _ 
Do not have enough know how  
Do not enjoy lawn care _ 
Other reasons _ 
3. How much does it cost you to maintain your lawn? 
$_ 
4. How important is a well maintained lawn to you? 
Very Great Importance _ 
Great Importance _ 
Average Importance _ 
Little Importance _ 
No Importance 
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5. What Is the maximum amount you would be willing and able 
to pay for four visits of each of the following: 
Fertilizing $ _ 
Liming _ 
Pest spray _ 
Weed control _ 
Total $ _ 
6. How much would you be willing to spend to get the 
assistance of a lawn spray service for the whole summer? 
$_ 
7. What Income bracket do you fall into? 
Per month 
_ Under $500 
 $500-$1000 
_ $1000-$1500 
 $1500-$2000 
_ Over $2000 
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1. 
2. 
3. 
Appendix C 
Survey of Past Customers 
Name 
Telephone No. 
Years Sprayed 
Size of Lawn 
How were you aware of the existence of a lawn spray service? 
Watched T.V. commercial _ 
Word of Mouth _ 
Newspaper _ 
Direct Mail _ 
What is your main reason for taking the help of a lawn 
spray service? 
No time to take careoof lawn _ 
Do not have enough know how 
Do not enjoy lawn care _ 
Other reasons _ 
How important is a well maintained lawn to you? 
Very great importance _ 
Great Importance _ 
Average Importance _ 
Little Importance _ 
No Importance _ 
What income bracket do you fall into? Per Month 
_Under $500 _ $1000-$1500 _Over $2000 
_ $500-$1000 _ $1500~$2000 
4. 
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